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Improvement of Plasma Coatings Used in Medicine
V. M. Taran, A. V. Liasnikova*, N. V. Protasova, and O. A. Dudareva

A technology for production of implants with porous coatings is suggested. The coatings provide prolonged release
of medicinal substance from the coating to the surrounding tissue. The physical, technological, and design fea
tures of the process of coating application to the implant surface are reviewed with special emphasis on the bio
logical compatibility of the coatings.

Materials of medical use, such as intratissue
implants, should meet specific interrelated requirements
for their biological, physical, mechanical, and technolog
ical character [1]. Development of biocompatible materi
als is enhanced by nanotechnology and plasma technolo
gies [2, 3]. In particular, such technologies can be applied
for creation of special porous coatings on the surface of
intratissue implants Porous coatings of this type can be
used to release drugs into surrounding tissue for a pro
longed time [2].
An improved technology of plasmamediated coat
ing is suggested in this work to provide more homoge
neous distribution of coating parameters (dispersity, par
ticle and thermal flux distribution), thereby increasing the
coating strength. The suggested technology is based on a
systematic analysis of the physicochemical and construc
tive properties of plasma coatings and can be used to reg
ulate coating properties such as porosity and adhesion
(Table 1).
Let us consider the physicotechnological substantia
tion of introducing new technological methods to con
ventional coating procedures. The first technological
innovation is to improve the kinematic scheme of the
plasmatron by providing it with additional mobility
(sweep) in the direction perpendicular to its main motion.
Such sweep improves the coating parameters at the appli
cation spot. The geometric scheme of coating concerning
the plasmatron sweep is shown in Fig. 1.
Increase in the distribution homogeneity relative to
plasmatron sweep can be explained theoretically. Let the

kinematic scheme of the plasmatron sweep be described
using the random distribution law [4]:
z = x + y,

(1)

where z is random powder particle dispersity at the
application spot depending on plasmatron sweep mobil
ity; x is random powder dispersity at the application
spot in the absence of plasmatron sweep mobility; y is
random powder particle dispersity at an arbitrary point
of the application spot due only to the plasmatron
sweep.
Based on [3], let the distribution of random value x
be assumed to be normal and the distribution of random
value y be equiprobabilistic (Fig. 2).
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TABLE 1. Technology of Production of Powder Plasma Coatings with
Controlled Parameters
Notation

Technology

y1

Improvement of plasmatron kinematic scheme

y2

Addition of gas discharge for activation of particles coated
on the surface

y3

Formation of dynamic vacuum for regulation of heating and
mobility of particles

y4

Improvement of gas discharge power sources for combined
coating technology

y5

Development of vacuum chambers with floodgates

y6

Development of adaptive control system for regulation of
plasma coating of powder materials based on computer
technology
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a
(5)
The integral is calculated from a to b because it is
non zero in the interval a < y < b.
The expression for ϕ(z) was derived in [4]:

(6)

where

b
is the normalized Laplacian.
The distribution curves according to the composition
law are shown in Fig. 3 for both normal and equiproba
bilistic distributions.
The parameter λ is:
λ = (b − a)/bσx.
Fig. 1. Scheme of coating concerning plasmatron sweep: 1) kine
matic unit for progressive mobility of the plasmatron; 2) kinemat
ic unit for plasmatron sweep mobility; 3) plasmatron; 4) plasma
jet; 5) coating spot; 6) coating surface (substrate); a) kinematic
scheme of plasmatron mobility; b) powder dispersity structure at
the application spot.

(7)

a

If the distribution density of x and y are ϕ(x) and
ϕ(y), respectively, the distribution density of the sum x +
y is an integral [4, 5]:
(2)
If the equiprobabilistic distribution of y is from a to
b, the distribution density is:
ϕ(y) = ϕ(z − x) = 1/(b − a).

b

(3)

For normal distribution of x, this value is:

(4)
where x− is the mathematical expectation of x; σ is the
mean square ratio x/x−.
The probability density is:

Fig. 2. Powder dispersity according to probability laws: a) normal
distribution; b) equiprobabilistic distribution.
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λ = 1.1
λ = 2.2

Fig. 3. Composition of distribution laws.
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Fig. 4. Thermal activation scheme: Тc – contact zone tempera
ture; Тa – activation temperature; τ1 to τ0 – time, within which
Т c > Т a.

The curves in Fig. 3 are consistent with the sugges
tion that the plasmatron sweep improves distribution of
powder at the application spot.
The coating strength can be increased by gas dis
charge and surface activation. Chemical activation of the
surface in the plasma jet can be due to various processes.
In particular, thermal activation at the zone of contact is
necessary to increase the coating strength. The thermal
activation scheme at the contact zone is shown in Fig. 4.
To provide strong coating, the contact temperature
Тc within time τ0 should be less than the activation tem
perature Тa. If Тc < Тa within time τ0, the probability of
interaction between atoms in the contact zone decreases,
thereby decreasing the coating strength.
A protective gas medium provides an additional
increase in the plasma coating strength. An electrically
neutral gas medium is able to modify chemical properties
of interacting molecules. In addition to the protective
function, such a medium is also able to provide thermal
activation of the coating surface. The processes of ther

mal activation and evaporation are simultaneous, which
allows for their optimization in a rarefied gas medium.
The substrate can be activated in a rarefied gas medi
um using an arc discharge. The arc discharge in the rar
efied gas medium is implemented in many microscopic
spots moving along the cathode surface. The current den
sity in the microscopic spots is 103106 A/cm2. The mean
lifetime in spots ~0.1 mm in diameter is 10–310–5 sec.
Thus, each cathode spot is an intensive source of heating.
Microscopic spots are generated at the cathode areas pro
viding better conditions for thermoelectron emission.
Temperature increase, destruction of oxide film, and
modification of the material at the sites of contact
between particles and substrate provide conditions neces
sary for the electron emission. Therefore, the microscop
ic spot moves to the site of evaporation. It is safe to sug
gest that such processes induce a local increase in the sub
strate temperature.
The problem of calculation of the heat conditions at
the cathode microscopic spot was solved using boundary
thermal conductance theory in a cylindrical frame of ref
erence. The heated surface was represented as a semi
limited body with uniform source of power:

for
for

(8)

The solution of the problem in for х = 0 is [2]:

(9)

where r0 is radius of the source; rc is radius of semilimit
ed cylinder with thermal source; g and r are thermal acti
vation zone radii; а and λ are substrate material thermo
physical coefficients; τ is time.
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Thermal activation temperature Тt.а is calculated
from the equation derived in [3]:
p

s

p
m

t.a
s

(10)
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where Е is activation energy of chemical bonds; k is the
Boltzmann constant; Вp and Вs are thermal coefficients of
particle and substrate; Tm is melting temperature of the
particle material.
The results of the calculation demonstrated that Eq.
(7) was valid within the area (1.251.75)r0. The diameter
of the area is 12.527.5 μm.
Thus, the method suggested in this work allows plas
mamediated coatings with required porosity and
strength to be formed. Such coatings can be used in intra
tissue implants for increasing their biological compatibil
ity.
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